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1. C’est magnifique,

mais c’est n’est pas la querre....

Is it sheer madness? May be it looks dangerously

magnificent, but it is not war!

Rangers or Border Security force infantrymen

when they show their prowess,

A ritual stompade, thumping of earth,

blowing of horns and trumpets nonetheless, 

A show of guts and guns, young soldiers cry,

scream and beam stars n scars of yester year!

A border that divided brothers with barbed

wires and blasted landmines, 

A blustering parade by the burlesque soldiers

from both sides with strong spines, 

A dazzling defence ceremony thar breaks sinews

and joints of men of army lines,

Eyes red, whisjers wince, legs dance,

hands denounce, words announce the whines,

In the ceremonial dress a troup of towerng men

reach the gates on both sides,

As the Sun sets one infantryman stands still in attention,

others exhibit emotional tides, 

A retreat parade of raised legs to touch the

sky slashing cutting the frozen air braids,

Spectators in solid mass hysteria shouting

in top of their voices with slogan divides.
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A brusque handshakes in between the opening

and closing of the gates of high powered. ,

A blood curdling roar and a pomp ceremony of

regalia show, two nations’ flags lowered,

Like the religion of Samurai, a deterrent parade

pummelling the scene with tension gripped, 

An emotional but mechanical ritual everyday

repeated to remind the enmity established.

At wagah border or at any border sleepless

checkpost guns cough bullets on intruders, 

The sunset bowl yards after the retreating parade

close their tombstone gates n borders.

On Republic days new weapons march fast

on the streets and vanish like fleeting images.

Where billions of money gets evaporated just before

the unnfortunate starving poor gazes

And the politicians n military leaders singalong

elegies dirges and condolence songs of ages!
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2. Why my mirror is hazy and blur?

Does it need a nightmare to bring me

into senses of scare wire?

Why my worrisome bed trembles in exile

and shivers in cold callous fire? 

What alarms of mountain moles shook

the volcanoes of thought mire?

Why all my valleys of trees and flowers lose

their leaves and pollen of desire?

The hammer with no master how can it forge

a sword of immaculate precision? 

The smoky fire in the forge how can it get life

puffs from the bellows in question? 

The bleeding metal of hard work how it swelters

its mettle n liquefies into its position? 

The blows beatings on the anvil how the master iron

smith carves it into a weapon with vision!

When the destructive weapon is in my hand it

metamorphoses into violence and war, why?

The blazing hearth with beaming spatks ceases

producing ploughs and vessels and razes high!

The blood thirst unquenched devours every thing

in sight leavig behind the stench sky,

The acrid pus and putrid flesh seasoned by the

screeching vultures pollutes the life waters dry!
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Standing on the summit of skull pyramids

with science boxed in gadget shears,

When I look into the faraway sky why

I see stars shedding twinkling blood tears?

When I pass and bypass planets why they look

at me with retograde repulsive fears?

What made my proud actions n achievements are

rejected by god and celestial spheres?

Now in my glasshouse I sit and ponder like

a wounded deer after a long lifesaving run!

How this metamorphosis of mine as a solitude

desert from once the garden of Eden?

Why the lightning sword of God is whirling vigorously,

not letting me into the merciful inn?

Why my mirror is hazy and blur even after removing

the stains of blood and tears of sin?
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3. Percy Bysshe Shelley
(4 August 1792 – 8 July 1822 )

‘-The trumpet of a prophecy! O wind,

if winter comes, can spring be far behind?-‘

A born rebel among the trinity

Byron, Keats and Shelly

A fervent Apostle of liberty,

Fastidious about manners and appearance,

A stray fever and an astray father

A love affair all blossoming into poetic romance,

His abandonment of religion,

Oxford showing him the door,

The wedlock with suicide prone Harriet Westbrook,

Lifelong turmoil of a ‘ménage a trois’ with his wife’s sister,

A jolly trip with Mary Wollstonecraft

A brief tumultuous journey in the

turbulent sea of moneylenders,

Alastor, a masterpiece flowed in blank verse

friendship with Lord Byron

Harriet’s drowning in the Serpentine river,

marriage with Mary,

how many real life dramas to unfold!

Prometheus Unbound, The Cenci,

Ode to the West Wind, 

The Cloud, The Sky-lark,

Song of Proserpine, Epipsychidion,

Adonais an elegy on the death of his

great poet friend Keats, 

The creative genius in his best productive moods
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His obsession with sails and seas

A new boat ‘Don Juan’ carrying its crew

into an unpredictable sea

That fateful evening they were in no mood

to hear the warnings

A thunder squall broke with vengeance

Ten days later

on the shore near via Reggio,

A slight tall body

Face and arms entirely eaten away by fish

Sophocles and Keats in the pockets of the jacket,

The waters and the waves he loved

so much were washing his feet,

Trelawny, Leigh Hunt, and Lord Byron

made the funeral pyre,

But the flames could not burn the poet’s heart into ashes.

‘- The awful shadow of some unseen power

floats through unseen among us, visiting 

as summer winds that creep from flower to flower

like hues and harmonies of evening-‘
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4. RICHES and ITCHES

I rejoice in following your statutes as

one rejoices in great riches....psalm 119 .14

Great riches we indian folk had in the

past layers of buried antiquity,

My mothers of past generations never

bothered about hoarding any equity,

Except a few trinkets of gold in their wedding

necklace of prime importance, 

And the jewellery that accrued from the

past was hiding in a corner of inheritance.

Now came all of a sudden the thunderbolt

statute of demonetisation,

Every citizen in his sincerity or stupidity stood

in the queue of sensitisation, 

The real black sharks and whales started

whitewashing their presentation, 

The hoary media birds began their doomsday

prediction and serialization.

When a tea wender becomes prime minister

and puts his foot firm on the black money hoarders

Why some imbeciles make mountain out of a molehill

and put their foot in the deep suspicion borders?

Is it not in the interest of nation the black money is

brought into circulation?

Now the game starts, every one is a player,

if you win or lose, the winner is our nation.
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When people can stand for hours to see his

or favourite hero’s movie and go as in procession!

Can’t they stand like everyone, in the queue of a bank

or grocery shop or mall for a session?

When the terror money that feeds miscreants is

gone into thin air why there is no jubilation? 

The selfish souls of this country are putting hurdles

to the chariot of progress with commotion.

Let the dark devil of black money die

in its own cell by statute suffocation!

Let this country be prosperous and rich beyond the

doubting Thomases imagination!
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5. Flowers of the underworld

Why O Eve! You go bonkers

when you see a few sparklers? 

Why O Adam! You run amuck

when you hear about treasures? 

Simple pebbles are they but you both go

frenzy of no measures!

Many adventures and murders you commit

in the name of these pleasures!

Do you know why? If you own a gemstone

you have in your hand a part of antique Universe,

A glittering gem crystal lay hidden away in potholes

and rock crevices in sparse, 

Rolled along the world coastlines and buried

in ancient river beds and sand dunes coarse,

Hailed by emperors and queens, trailed by

desperados and bards versifying hoarse!

In the imaginary land of night, when witches,

wizards warriors and warlords,

Walk or fly on the horses cattle or broomsticks

roughshod in the skywards, 

Where Draculas werewolves ghosts and

vampires gain anthromorphic rewards,

Toads snakes hiss and moonlight plays hide and

seek with clouds and shadow guards,

From the ribs of the earth and from its

arteries and veins and from the blue sea depths,

Amidst of thunders and dewdrops,

along the avalanches and sandstorm paths, 
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From the burst open belly of volcanoes,

from the shooting stars and meteorite wreaths, 

Like hailstones and winter snow crystals with

integrant molecular pattern berths

A red Spinel stone for doctors and nurses,

the great Balas ruby adorning the

British Imperial state crown,

Here is a gem to resist melancholy and poison,

Garnet the warrior’s talisman, credited with a

position on the pedestal of Noah’s ark cabin.

Hark! Feast your eyes with this stone of fire!

The legendary Burmese Dragon egg the Ruby

with healing powers hope faith n destiny stone.

The famous Timur Ruby of India changed hands

and on a pyramid of skulls it tasted blood and

now in British Royal collection.

A very attractive and richly hued brownish

red chalcedony the Carnelian gem,

with healing powers and evil glances protection, 

A Cat’s eye is an effective talisman against

hypochondria and psychosomatic ailments,

encourages a sense of humour to perfection. 

To remove night fears and melancholy and

strengthen understanding you can choose Topaz,

a stone with healing n visionary powers

A heliotrope is bloodstone when rubbed with

sunflower dazzles the stranger and makes

the bearer invisible for a while in covers.

The conqueror’s stone is Emerald,

a cure for all ills especially for eye problems, 

Jade is the symbol of benevolence and

righteousness, Chinese jade butterflies
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bring happiness to engaged couples, 

Malachite from king Solomon’s mines,

Serpentine scarabs, Turquoise blue magic shines,

Lapis Lazuli amulets of victory, 

The Sapphire blue blaze, the talisman of

Charlemagne, the protection against spells by

Amethyst with Bacchus wine hue,

The beautiful banded pattern of Agate the

bringer of sleep, the Moonstone of lovers,

The kindling of lamps Tourmaline,

the healing Flint, the Opal of the Emperors

and the patron of thieves,

Time keeping Rock Crystals, Zircon the

talisman of travellers

Now comes the finest one of all the Diamond,

embedded in crowns thrones necklaces

and in all ornaments

A proud possession, from Koh I noor,

Regent, Florentine, Sancy and Hope diamond

Many legends stories built around

Are these diamonds stay forever?

With millions of years of history Amber,

the serpentine shells Ammonite, black Jet,

The dreaded gorgon blood drops and the

guardian of children Coral the talisman of fertility,

The most beautiful moonlight silvery Pearls necklaced

with the coppery golden threads of Byssus and cloth of gold,

Mythical stones of Abraxas, poison remover

Bezoars the stones from animal stomachs,

Snake Cobra stones. Toad stones, Tabasheer of Bamboo,

horn of the Unicorn
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Many stones upgraded as gems by their

beauty rarity and intrinsic virtues,

Individualised with Zodiac, birth month

and anniversaries, some as healing stones, 

Some as evil eye protectors, magical rings, 

Causing vibrations of antiquity years.,

This poem is a bird’s eye view of the precious

stones the flowers of the underworld!

Then I met my beloved and said to her in serene silence,

O Ruby lipped lovely lady! Give me some exquisite pearls!

With diamonds sparkling in her eyes, she gave me all her smiles,

Blue sapphires her eyes can dethrone many kings and Earls,

Black emeralds her wavy hair spakled moonstone and pearls!
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6. Ludwig van Beethoven

Ludwig van Beethoven - 17 December 1770[1] – 26 March

1827) was a German composer and pianist. A crucial figure in

the transition between the Classical and Romantic eras in West-

ern art music, he remains one of the most famous and influen-

tial of all composers. His best-known compositions include 9

symphonies, 5 piano concertos, 1 violin concerto, 32 piano so-

natas, 16 string quartets, his great Mass the Missa solemnis, and

one opera, Fidelio.)

To be Mozart or to be with Mozart,

A half fulfilled dream halted by mother’s illness, short,

Ex-tyrant and pathetic pater drinking away his own life part,

A piano emanating sonatas and wind septets smart,

A ‘tone poet’ treading on the footprints of the masters of the art,

To be Beethoven or not to be Beethoven,

Outbursts, eccentricities, suspicious pride, intolerance oven,

A disastrous affliction, the devil of deafness , slowly creeping in,

‘-Speak louder, shout, for I am deaf!-‘his silent cries heard by none!

The beloved piano becoming an instrument of torture and pain,

A rebel tone poet who broke many a convention,

The Vienna woods and love sonatas flowed

like rapids as compensation.

To be deaf and not to be deaf, 

And amidst of applause pretending not to be deaf,

Explosion of million tones into polyphonic

expression beyond belief,

-‘Oh Providence ! Permit me once again to

experience a day of pure happiness!

The whole world experienced it- the choral

symphony with joy! But what about my loneliness? -‘
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Erotica, Fidelio, Egmont, Opus 106,

Mass in D, and Coriolanus,

Imageries on his mind screen exploding

into perfect musical notations,

Imprisoning him in a small room,

he and his unearthly music streams,

Overtures, symphonies, piano and

violin concerts like celestial waterfalls!

To be cheerful or not to be cheerful,

the drama contorted his heart,

Countless cheers but the Count of music had

account in bleakness cart.

A nephew’s burden on his head exhausted him to the hilt,

December chill descended into him as

pneumonia and dropsy quilt.

To tap or not to tap is not the question staring there,

When the attending physician tapped his

abdomen to let out the water,

-‘Professor! You remind me of Moses

striking the rock with his staff!’-

Commented cheerfully he, chewing the

gloominess and hewing the grief

He wished to work on the tenth symphony,

Four months in solitude finally took its toll

and his patience company.

A sudden flash of lightning and a roaring

thunder clap of storm,

Like a general giving orders to an army he

stretched out his arm,

-‘Applaud, my friends! The comedy is finished!’-
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7. A Surgeon Poet
JOHN KEATS (1795-1821)

A glorious journey cut short by consumption

at the age of twenty five;

A young poet’s stay in the chamber of

maiden-thought of bee-hive

He who wrote a world in poetry and his own epitaph

’ Here lies one whose name is writ in water’-

Was it a vision, or a waking dream?-

to that pensive dreamer?

The coarse-bred son of a livery stable keeper,

’The miserable self-polluter of the human mind’-

His contemporaries cried behind- 

London and Edinburgh literally unkind;

Endymion, Isabella, Hyperion, and Lamia,

Shades of violent self-pity and erotic nostalgia, 

Aroma of sadness and dejection

The sensuous mysticism and music of words projection

For him -’ a thing of beauty is a joy forever’-

Odes followed one another,

Nightingale, Autumn, Grecian urn, and melancholy,

Truth exploded- ‘Beauty is truth, truth beauty’-

-’That’s all ye know on earth, and all you need to know’-
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Flint and iron from life’s bitterness

Sensuousness and poignancy from tragedy meanness,

His longing for warmth to liven up his soul and body,

As an outcast and abused romantic poet he reached Rome,

To join the inheritors of unfulfilled renown home!

‘- Lift me up, for i am dying, Thank god, it has come!-’- he cried,

Letters from his beloved Fanny remained unopened,

Blood in cupfuls was billowing with waves of cough in stream,

-’Shall i awake and find this all a dream?

Fled is that music; Do i wake or sleep?’-

-’Where are the songs of spring? Ay , Where are they?

Think not of them, thou hast thy music too...

The red-breast whistles from a garden-croft,

And gathering swallows twitter in the skies’-
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8. A November Poet

WILLIAM BLAKE (1757- 1827)

Date of birth - 28 November 1757

An artist at the age of ten and a poet at twelve

A dreamer with a powerful imagination verve

A visionary who sculpted his inspired ideas

in art and poetry wing

A boy who had no formal education except

in a school of drawing

An apprentice to an engraver rose to the

heights of mysticism curve.

‘-Pity would be no more

If we did not make somebody poor

And mercy no more could be

If all were as happy as we-’

Poverty his companion and art

and poetry in divine union

A mirage that failed and a marriage

that lasted as communion

’-Canterbury Pilgrims and inventions to job’- of engravings

Songs of innocence and songs of experience’

-of poetic etchings

Sympathising with French Revolution

he rejected a job from Royal Family

Life moved on with friends and patrons

saving him the pangs of hunger unholy
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For him death is going out of one room

and entering another. ....

Forty five years since their wedding day

he tried to draw his ever loving loyal wife dear!

Sinking in the sea of sickness squad

He died like a Saint composing and

singing hymns to the God.

-’Bring me my bow of burning gold

Bring me my arrow of desire

Bring me my spear.; O Clouds unfold!

Bring me my Chariot of Fire!-’
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9. The jaundiced shrink laughter

of the shadows

On that fateful morning dawn, 

I drank with vigour the waters of life and

looked forwards on the timelne might,

The East has opened its pink red gate ushuring

the one wheeled chariot

And its occupant with his millions of rays

who vanquished the ruler of the night

And his army of dark mist that melted away

bleeding reflections of light.

On that fateful morning,

I spilled my crimson blood on the

hibisxuses and poppies in flakes, 

Then the wrinkled white snow winked

with its toothless red faced lakes, 

In that cold freezing maze of a grotto,

in the hibernaculum of catacomb makes,

There lied my shrunken thoughts coiled and

uncoiled like some moulting snakes.

On that fateful afternoon,

I lost my sheen of sprouting vigour that

once challenged the earth crust 

And by break opening it by its germinating power,

raised its head and breast.

The snows melted but the raging winds

from a distant desert devoured my sap fast

Too hot and too cold is this life, my roots were shaken,

I had my flowers fruits lost..

On that fateful evening,

Nearby forest fire spread eagled its blazing wings,

scorched me into leafless sprite,

And my sins of youth started nibbling my roots and stem
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like white ants in wait,

The shrinking sun was shreiking under smoke clouds,

running beyond horizon sight,

The roaring sea with waves of laughter watched his flight

plight, welcomed the dark knight.

On that fateful night,

As the night progressed my stifled bark back

split into smithereens umpteen

The last drop of the life sap got dried up

in the hardening log wood sans green

The burning cinders threw sparks on

my shrivelled body to make me one of their own, 

The last fruit of my body exploded into myriad seeds

that flew away in the wind screen.

On that fateful midnight, 

Stars and the sulking moon sang elegies to

my sad departure in secret silence,

One of my surviving seeds sailed fast into the

spring meadows beyond desert fence,

The growing civilisations were fighting there

in search of glory were ending in gory violence, 

Their crimson blood spilled on my buried seed

woke up it from sleep surveillance.

On that fateful early morning dawn, 

The victor’s waterpot spilled a few drops of

water in his jubilant tent,

When he left the battleground with

vanquished severed head and dried blood scent,

Those few drops of water gave the seed the

mysteries of history to present

And when my seed began telling that history,

all the shadows of trees and mountains,

Started laughing in frenzy peels and their jaundiced

look slowly merged into pink curtains
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10. The long run of a short run

Now you don’t believe my momentum

I look like a new born child suddenly aged

Or progeria praecox ringing ultimatum

In my juvenile face milk and blood glazed

Tiles of vitrified thoughts bordered by dried teardrops

All my unkempt halr unveils an urban traffic jam in rush hours

The gurgled milk of words curdled alaround my face like stars 

In the moonless night with new thoughts flying like white cranes

Going on long distance journey but

do they know where to stop?

My mother looks terrified and trembling

under the wrath of finicky god-father,

Why he is angry? Why he thunders and

throwing bolts at her?

His hands raised in tsunami waves hitting

her repeatedly nonstop!

The hurricane winds and roaring dark clouds,

the lightning flashes,

My thought cranes crashed down and

fell on the dishevelled tree lashes!

When my mom herself is in distress

who else comes to dress me and caress me?

Oh mom! She is coming! Taking me into

her arms and kissing me, the anxious me!

My god father is quiet, my mother is

again in her tranquil state,

My joy birds have returned after that

long run of a short run fate.
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11. A New Vigilance Whistle!

Blew hard blew soft this boom boosting whistle!

Blow hot blow cold on this beaming beastly thistle!

Burn wet burn dry this fiery blazing brainy bristle!

Ban wrong ban bad hoarding black money muscle!

Babble, dabble, gabble,

and rabble this rubble of scrabble!

Drabble, grabble, and grapple for this

golden gable subtle barbell!

Hook it, nail it, and cook it,

stuff it on the altar's polished marble!

Nibble; dribble, double, treble,

this able parable into form suitable!

A disease that can disable anybody is

not a dumb dusty dumbbell!

Available is the nimble tribal herbal fumble

umbel humble bramble!

Not a bauble, bubble, stubble, hobble,

crumbling, warble preamble!

But a lasting treatment for a longstanding

trouble of unclean ensemble!

In the sacrificial fire is burning the

long armed law twigs bundle,

Peddle, meddle, treadle, needle, wheedle,

if you can, try to handle,

Baffle, raffle, snaffle, trifle, rifle,

this offal waffle scams of scandal,

Ogle, Google, goggle, giggle, juggle, joggle,

smuggle, snuggle this candle!
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A great country with primordial knowledge

sinks into stinky whiff funnel,

Crimple, crumple, wimple, ample,

trampled dimples all over its old kernel,

All hassle, tussle, wrestle, every minute,

even for a little pestle and nestle,

Squeeze wheeze sirens sound nonstop alarm

but who cares for small rustle?

Big mouths guzzle enormous fodder in gold,

silver, gems and grow well,

Minions in millions daily mill and

sell their skills for a morsel and grovel!

Modernisation mode brought more silent nodes

and mysteries to unravel,

A politico-rich nexus bred the corruption matrix,

produced the hell interval!

No vacant land exists unmarked by the

land grabbing mafia muzzle,

Funds drizzle, black money flows in

torrents currents through nozzle,

Lifeline roads gleam with lures nets and

hooks of future prosperity sizzle,

Everyone knows the answer to the puzzle,

but all play the game of mizzle!

If a ruler of a nation becomes a rooster

and rout for the change probable,

Do the senseless people wakeup from drowse

and go for better cause noble?

In this blessed hour if everyone joins the

walk of welfare, on full speed possible

Our country becomes Paradise on this earth

and this dream is not impossible!
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12. Deja vu- Jamais vu
(Already seen- Never seen)

In the paper land of the burrowed letters and

furrowed sentences of divine dust

I buried myself, sowed seeds of hope,

and watered them with many a thought burst!

They sprouted into trees, sent their aroma of flowers

and fruits as heavenly mist,

Those misty clouds displayed my poems on the

blue sky-board of the eternal Ghost!

Then i hung the montages on the timeline

fixed to the horns of birth and death,

North and South poles are they and I ran from

East to West in search of wealth.

When i am about to sleep, a hypnagogic jerk,

a fit of physical emotion in stealth,

Simple seizures severing the synapses,

a feeling of stalking, some sickening health

Images all over the screen, some already seen-

Deja vu and never seen- jamais vu,

Like the spilled photographs from celestial hand,

some i remember others no view,

Did i travel or did i live here at anytime,

why i am recalling this hitherto cryptic hue?

Is this any prophetic illusion or Dante’s delusion or

tip of the tongue images of Presque vu?

Like a great swimmer in a white foamy sea of

sperm running towards ovum,

In mother’s womb, the union of yin and yang

and later a great explosion hum,
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An united cell living and dying and expanding

into a full grown lovely cherubim

Travelling along the intricate canals,

lots of hardship to both and gaining freedom.

When the umbilical cord is cut,

the pain of separation, only relieved by mother’s hug

Her familiar heart sounds making a melody from

Morpheus and i went to sleep slug,

Is it this haunting memory i relive often

when I visit the Mother Nature in spring rug?

Or is it the vivid images of love and life that haunt me

like the effect of hallucinogenic drug?

Why i sometimes go prosopagnosia of inability in

recognising familiar faces with errors?

My close friends, relatives seem me to be the

imposters of Capgrass delusional mirrors!

Why do i feel that a part of me is dead and

I lost my internal organs and i live in terrors?

How this Cotard delusion is howling at me and

throwing me into the immortality horrors!

The delirium of negations, despair and self-loathing

is pushing me to mortality salience.

The birth day effect is blinking at me like Ingrid

Bergman and Gabby Hartnett in silence.

With crunched up brows, narrowing of the eyes,

a slight tilt of the head like in a séance,

I know that it is on my tip of tongue but retrieval fails,

my search ends in a new nuance.
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13. Where is My Money ?

Where is my money?

What is my money? 

Black my money, 

Block my money, 

Flock my money, 

Lock my money, 

Crack my money, 

Rock my money! 

Where is my money? 

What is my money? 

Stock my money, 

Talk my money, 

Smack my money, 

Mock my money, 

Whack my money, 

Hack my money! 

Where is my money? 

What is my money? 

Stash my money, 

Trash my money, 

Slash my money, 

Lash my money, 

Flash my money, 

Flush my money! 

Where is my money? 

What is my money? 

Gold my money, 

Cold my money, 

Silver my money, 

Sliver my money, 

Diamonds my money, 

Pulverized my money! 

Where is my money? 
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What is my money?

Illusion is money, 

Delusion is money, 

Luxury is money,

Lottery is money,

Death is money,

Life is money! 

Where is my money? 

What is my money? 

Happiness is money,

Compassion is money,

Health is money,

Money is money,

War is money, 

Grief is money! 

Where is my money?

What is my money? 

Religion is money,

Ritual is money, 

Education is money, 

Poetry is money, 

Nature is money, 

God is money! 

Here is your money! 

That is your money! 

Honesty is your money, 

Integrity is your money

Friendship is your money, 

Affection is your money, 

Peace is your money, 

Love is your money! 

LOVE IS YOUR MONEY!
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14. Let’s have a party!

Let’s have a party

A mad mad mad tea party

Where everybody is nobody

And nobody is every body.

Three days of poetry tree of word

Branches from all over the world

Leaves of poetry, flowers your smiles

Fruits are our love and affection that go beyond miles

You will have a poetry blast

You will remember its ballast

Whoever comes is the winner

everyone a magic poem spinner

A surprise every minute and vast

A moonlight dinner if moon is our waiter there yonder

A sparkling glasses splendour and lovely lasses wonder

Where poetry dominates the wine from your lips asunder

Let everyone become a muse of modern poesy thunder!
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15. A Simple Song

You are the moon

I am the sun

Let us meet in the stars garden

You are the mountain air

I am the forest fire

Let our date be a grand affair

You are yin

I am yang

Let our union be a great song

You are Venus

I am Mars

Let us wander on the Zodiac horse

You are love

I am affection

Let us hone this world into perfection
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16. Divine Wine

How many lives we live dear one?

We are not cats to have lives nine,

A nice moonlight dinner and a glass of wine

The whole days life dissolves into serene divine

See that silly moon! Goes wax and wane!

Can’t stay with a star alone, so moves on!

Instead of flirting on the starry blue ribbon,

He should have drunk the foamy sea wine!

See those twinkling stars and the milky way,

In constellations they quarrel with their sway!

Now and then a shooting star runs astray! 

The sparkling wine drink gave them the ray!

Why do you drink to your death-

is the question you may ask?

But let me drink to your health,

then I can tell you about the life’s task!
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17. Welcome Song

Come with humility bow and poetic arrows

If not, a pen gun and a few bullet yarrows

We have a get together of hawks n sparrows

And a few dozens of lovable wheel borrows

Five hundred years history is Hyderabad city

The World’s richest person ruled this beauty

A culture of vivid colours and imbued amity

A stunning experience awaits you at film city.

Ramoji film city is in 1500 acre campus hold

The largest integrated film city in the world

A dream of surprises welcomes you abroad

Dear amigos! A lifetime experience is on board

A poet’s life is a mixture of songs and musings

Poetry needs inspiration and divine blessings

WELCOME to Pentasi B fellowship Hyderabad

12-13-14-15  October 2017
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18. NATURE  and  GOD

When the Almighty went into nostalgic rapture,

He asked the divine elements to coalesce into a mixture.

Ordered the life of light to enter that uncorrupted structure,

And so formed the vividly colourful vibrant virtuous Nature.

Then in the garden of Eden, God planted trees many,

Created non living and living things to live in harmony,

And created man and woman and breathed life in to them,

Adam under God's orders named birds and animals their name.

Adam and Eve in pure mind and bodies were as innocent as flowers

every moment is a joy and blessings in infinite showers

but the enemy in waiting is hissing fumes of phosphorescence.

He entered the hitherto innocent snake,

stayed on its tongue with vengeance.

He brought hellfire and quagmires with his crooked wing,

He wrought havoc in pristine minds with his forked tongue,

God has warned his children about a tree of knowledge

but the snake has taken the residents for a ride with grudge.

In that Garden of Eden the poetree has golden fruits of apple,

God knew if the fruits are corrupted they are poisonous to people,

When Adam and Eve ate the fruit in its core was already the worm,

It made the primitive pair lose their innocence and godly Kingdom.
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It is the tree of poetree god forbidden to

ordinary humans stature,

It is a gift God blesses to someone

who has the nature of Nature,

He denies the gift to the destroyers of peace,

compassion, joy and love,

We are the poets blessed by the Almighty

from the divine throne above.

When illiterate to literate pining on the

beauty of wonderful Nature,

A poet is as happy as a lark and singing is

his or her heavenly nature,

When letters flow into streams of words,

sentences and volumes,

Poetry becomes a sea of blessings

without pretences of resumes.

Good poetry is a long searched oasis

to the sojourners so thirsty.

Sloppy poetry is the one that expects

rewards and hates honesty.
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19. Tell me something,

I wish to hear from you....

Tell me something, I wish to hear from you...he said aloud,

That made me fly trembling in the cold misty thick stormy cloud..

A mysterious song I heard in that fearsome solitude clear n loud,

A thunder and lightning at once brought me to the reality mould!

When a storm is brewing what do albatross and larks do?

What do that full moon veiled by the dark clouds pleads to?

To whom the sails of ships bend their heads to bow in fear?

What whirlwinds and downpours wobble great ships and shear?

Under the silver moonlight after the storm is gone,

When a fresh breeze soothes the bewildering trees and vine,

A distant song is heard with heartbeat drums serenely as a stream,

It whispers a name many many times and awakens you from dream.

Then the dew mixed nectar oozes from the serenading flowers,

and falls n touch the lips of the lovers of nature in pristine bowers.

(Thanks to Ethel P. David)
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20. There is a Rainbow

Round My Shoulder!

I want the world to know that i love you,

Please do not let my wife know it; she will kill me and you!

The touch of your hand is still warm in my pulse,

But the touch of thy hand drained my purse into cold plus pulse!

Drink to me only with thine eyes,

Then what should i do with all my wine, glasses and ice?

Meet me in my dreams tonight nice,

Not when my wife walks down the nightmare street and cries!

I can't give you anything but love,

All my properties are exhausted below and above!

Nobody loves a guy when he is forty plus,

Even though he dyed his best to conceal his age surplus!

I get a kick out of you and your smile,

But i can't come near to you or your bodyguard mule within a mile!

Even if you were the only girl in the world,

Then also you have to pay for your vehicle, luxuries and gold!

I talk to the trees, birds, flowers and pots,

My psychiatrist mints a mountain out of my thoughts!

When it is sleepy time down in South,

Dear, we go on the sunny side of street, hand in hand both!

Jolly ho, holly ho, and tally ho!

Let's burn the town today, aha, oho!
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21. If you ask a question. ...

When a question is asked what can a loud dark cloud do?

If it likes the quest it can rain, if not it can send a typhoon!

If a question is asked what can a swirling seething sea do?

It can raise it arms in love , if not it can send Tsunami wave!

When a question is asked what can a blazing fire do?

It can loan you its light and warmth or it can burn

and singe you to cinders or ash!

If a question is posed what can

a cool soothing breeze do?

It can give you its heavenly pleasantness or

become a tornado to suck you!

If a question is asked what can

a fine dense forest do?

It can give you fruits and wood,

if not it can give you fear brood!

If you ask a question what can

a lovely fragrant flower do?

It can give you pollen and nectar,

if not it can give you allergy, duid!

If you ask a question what can mother

or mother nature can do?

They give you their unrequited love

or suffer silently with tears true!

If a question is asked to your sweetheart

what he or she can do?

He or she can give his or her love or life,

if not he or she can leave you!

(Thanks to Ethel P David)
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22. Who are we?

Are we not children atleast for a

few minutes everyday?

Are we not dare enough to drive a car

or light a cracker at play?

Are we not a male in a female or

female in a male in a way?

Are we not the children of god

sometimes go astray?

When a mind feels that it is trapped

in a wrong body what does it try?

When a butterfly is trapped in a cocoon

is it wise to help it coming out or not why?

Are we not the butterflies trapped in cocoons of

rituals and customs of age old cry?

Are we not going away from the divine light to

grope in the darkness of ego sty?

Oh dear friends! Every day we play many roles

father brother son husband friend and master, 

Or mother sister daughter wife doctor lawyer

engineer king slave president prime minister!

But how many roles we do justice in our

pristine lifetime of this life?

Unless we make ourselves an exquisite

example of warrior against war and strife!

(Thanks to Ethel P David)
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23. The Snake charmer and the Book

If I see only two eyes and one nose,

What I presume god only knows! 

Even though senses think far divine,

I prefer a good book and a glass of wine!

How can I give you a book full of pages white?

Written in silver and gold of pristinr moonlight! 

That book is open to every lover of nature and poetry?

The key is hidden in their love and is available if they try!

My tears of joy make the sentences leap,

My tears of grief lulls them into merciful sleep, 

When your thoughts rise up in me in high tides,

My mind ocean wishes to caress your bright sides.

That mysterious book is kept secret in a locked box of diamonds,

That box is placed in a grotto beyond seven seas and islands,

In that grotto one sees many lures and

gems among the coils of snakes look crook, 

If you are a snake charmer, come on,

lull the snakes into sleep and claim the book!

(Thanks to dear friend Ng Nang)
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24. Repeat, repeat,

O Letter of the Alphabet!

How can any semi-illiterate slate-mate

state subtle alliteration?

Can any living loving poet reiterate great pirate

words to separate alteration?

If a sneezy snake sneaks into snooker hole

and hisses what he will do?

Does he stop his play and write poetry or pray the

God and run for life, this weirdo?

Good going o god! Am I glad

Great grating works grade bad

Gaudy weeds glow globally rad

Godly words grow and guide all, O lad!

When the nine nice nimble muses

Bless the calm commoner into poet bright

His hissing rough tongue softens and oozes

Heavenly poetry that emanates divine light

Hark o poet! Alliteration is a twirl

for tongue twisters to linger,

Dark tweeting in twitter twists Twain too

around your tricky finger,

Poets pose them polished to posterity to

possess their pure loyalty,

More verbosity littera litters letters let loose

and sound tin morbidity !
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25. The consenting consonance

The builder’s barbed wire barred the bride,

So she went to see the sea baring her pride,

The baffled builder bullied and billed her full,

The barby, the barter, the book and the bull

Who rushed to crash my crush boat?

She escaped leaving me as a scape goat!

She clutches the brake n breaks the clutches,

That car landed me roadkill into clumsy crutches, 

Damn it! My medical bill made me semi-Adam

And mad madder maddest o my dear madam!

When the builder of words bullied the reader

The Devil and deamon demanded their slave

-Deliver that dirty builder dead or alive!

Include the competitors too for our dinner.

Dummy daffy deaf dumb doppy be don’t bother! 

Dig dug drug drag all but drop them all here!’-

That’s how alliteration and consonance had that meeting,

Poor word builder became food for thought to many a gathering!
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26. In Search of a Desert

Amidst of Water

Among my scattered ship ruins

i became live dead flotsam and jetsam,

Water is everywhere, but what are

those raised grave hands fearsome?

When you float like deadwood,

some turbulent current gains momentum,

Hope returns and runs faster in the

lookout of sand and rock conundrum.

When you are lost in endless water you

hate it and daydream of sand storm,

Every lashing wave and slashing wind shows

their shark teeth in death form.

Each drop of that rusty salt water glistens like a

particle of sand pearl storm,

Every fish or albatross pushes life inch by inch

towards the shore of wisdom.

Once you hit the shore you realise why

she is the All Mother to terrestrials,

Your water float legs and feet thank her in reverence,

practice stability trials.

In the wet sand your hands dig feverishly for a

gulp of water to quench thirst,

On your feet you run away from the razing sea

but ahead is the eternal desert.

You hate the father sea and run away from

him in frenzy into the wilderness,

The hot sun withers you into autumn leaf,
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you pray for his water of kindness.

In the vast arid desert of cactuses n xerocoles you

dream for wells and oases,

Sand is everywhere for which you prayed once,

now you find mirages of ages;

‘-Where is the elusive oasis now i am longing for?

Why it eludes me withholding its pristine form so far?

In these arroyos and dunes,

how come my cry becomes an arid echo? 

I find no Manna and my song unheard;

does my life end in a big fiasco?’-

When Simum and Haboob black blizzards

suspend and saltate my life’s path,

When Shamal and Sirocco strong winds show

their stark naked teeth of wrath,

When side wingers, vipers, Moloch lizards,

iguanas, courser and sand grouse,

Crisscross my faltering steps, i pray fervently,

‘O God why on me this grouse?

When my prayer reaches your hall of kindness,

my feet touch the playa well,

Oh miracle! I found a well, like the infant son of

Hagar and Abraham, Ishmael.

When i quench my thirst and hunger,

my human meanness surfaces again,

Now i forge bow and arrows or big staff and

start hunting the God’s creation.

With each step I recover my ego and

step towards civilization, away from God,

With each advance of step I construct towers
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to reach and rise to heaven sod.

Wheels, cars, locomotives, airships,

satellites I zoom into far unknown lands

Wildly destroying everything in sight sparing none,

in the name of god’s hands

With my voracious hunger for power,

slaughtered many a helpless creatures,

Like Nimrod I wished to bite the hand that

created me with all these features;

With dugouts filled with weapons I started

and my ships now carry missiles,

But God sent a little mosquito, it entered my brain,

wrecked my ship and sails.

Among my scattered ship ruins

I became live dead flotsam and jetsam,

Water is everywhere, but what are

those raised grave hands fearsome?

When you float like deadwood,

some turbulent current gains momentum,

Hope returns and runs faster in the lookout of

sand and rock conundrum.
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27. He wishes everything for him!

'Give me your fins'-.cried he with tears

Fish with compassion obliged him fins

Selfish man killed them n conquered the seas

'Give me your wings'-_he pleaded in grief

Birds with kindness offered him wings of relief

Cruel man caged them and flew into the sky reef

'Give me your verdant'- he sobbed n sobbed

Trees with affection gave him everything they have

Cunning man cut them to his size and caused cataclysm to rise

'Give me your stability'-he requested shivering

The mountains in humility bowed to him

Dirty man pounded them to powder and

caused pollution and suffering

'Give me your movement'-he argued fluttering

The winds gave him mobility breezing all around

Stupid man stupefied the air with chemicals

to produce smog attrition

'Give me your purity'- he cajoled convalescing

Pure waters cleansed and blessed him with joy

Thankless man tanked them into sewerage dumps

and swam in swarm

'Give me your light and blaze'-he coaxed tirelessly

Fire agreed with pleasantness and

drove the fear away from him

This idiot man bottled the fire and brought it

into his cracker room

'Give me your hypnotism'-he asked in pride and price..

The snake looked into his eyes mesmerizing

and took him for a ride on ice.

The foolish man lost all his gained powers,

now a slave of Satan playing war and peace dice!
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28. What is this Love?

The more depth you fall in love

The more high you rise, how!

The more high you reach above

Beware! The fall waits somehow!

To meddle with pure pristine love,

In the middle of apple appears a worm,

Emanating its grandeur and charm,

It destroys God's children Adam and Eve!

Beware of the crawler from below,

The attractive things of earth pulls one low,

Aware of the God's presence high above,

Let not your free will go astray and kill love!

God and Satan, Heaven and Hell,

all are in you like morning dew,

Love and hate, repentance and sin,

everything is your eternal due!

(Thanks to Maikelangelo Oksman)
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29. Prisoner

1.

We both are partners in this crime

I am the city he is the ruler

I am the vehicle he is the driver

I am the pot and he is the water

I am the doer and he is the perpetrator

There is one more soulful fellow

Hiding in all and gives us always a warning

A prisoner he is but very annoying

He cares not this nine jewelled city

He doesn't give a hoot to my crafty buddy

'You are like that Babylon whore'.

He calls me all those vile names

He plays with my buddy threatening games

He says he is a part of an eternal whole!

You please tell me how to catch him across?

Can you help me in nailing him to a cross?

2.

On the way of no return

It is very straight, no turn,

Cold wind increases strain

God sends a great train

For some it is visible and they get in

Others walk, jump, run or fly in vain.

Souls they reach river Styx or Vaitarani,

The boatman Charon demands money,

Spill oboe or a coin into his withered hand

Then the soul travels to the shore of other land

Three headed Cerberus dog scrutinises the soul for feast

A bit of mortal bread silences the stupid but ferocious beast

Three judges decides the fate of the soul in a florid balance fast,

It may be Elysian Fields or waiting till the final judgement date,

So, what we do here reflects there,

body or shade, none escapes the fate.
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30. Poets

When the clean blue sky is cracked with warheads,

When the azure blue sea face is

blackened with oil and grease,

When the cool breezes and serene

winds are stenches with smoke,

When the protective warmth of fire is

malignantly stirred to red ire,

When the green earth is burrowed and

burnt with greedy holes of vile,

Poets and bards resist the miscreants

with swords of words

To bring back the hidden good in the

hearts of humans' brutal worlds

To bury hatchets of war and hate and

to establish all around peace and smile.
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31. In Between Sneezers and Yawners...

There came the servants of Devil from the hell depths fast,

One brought brandishing iron and hell-fire in his dirty fist,

Another brought wrought drought frost of avalanche and mist,

The third one came with a whirl twirl hurl of foul air sticky blast!

After them arrived goat-footed, twisted tailed,

sneaky snake of lore,

With each step it changed its creepy shape

and finally into human gore.

It dropped its wings, and after ecdysis of its skin,

they entered the people,

Where a crump with his trump and a hill

with its pillory exhibiting top topple!

When the Olympus light and Liberty statute

maligned with grease and tar,

When the opponents started washing their

dirty linen in public water jar,

When the jackass and elephant brayed and

neighed in the streets of sewage,

Then the ruler of Hell yells a rule that equality

is the e-quality of the new-age!

Where fear is the key and colour of the skin

is the sting of the bee,

What do the hell-slave guns do? Gurgle a few

bullets in a hunting spree!

After a few roundups and pickups

at downtowns with up and down tones,

Who believes in Christ or any other prophet,

where there are no profit zones?
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Under star-spangled sky or cloud mangled

basement of useless hope cry,

If the colour of the skin equates the

colour of the sin and empties the law dry,

When Liberty, Equality, Fraternity slogans

gush out of the mouth of Satan fry,

What refuge awaits the lesser children of God,

unless they unify and rise high?

Arise! Awake! O Ancient children of

Nature or God! Enough is enough!

Your humility suffered and you became

slaves of conquerors with dough!

Now it is the time to rewrite the boundaries of

nations and humans rough!

Break the chains of discrimination n surge

forward like Tsunami waves tough!
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32. PRIDE and FALL!

Such exquisite, intricate and ingenious construction,

Fine gossamer like feathers waxed in to salubrious wings,

But neither can you go high to let wax melting by the heat of Sun,

Nor you can fly too low to let the sea weather clog the strings;

But who cares father's warnings?

New wings gave Icarus freedom and hubris,

His pride went into his head and he flew high, high into the noon

Daedalus saw a falling star in daylight, and some thud sound,

The pernicious sea opened its mouth and closed,

There was no trace of Icarus!

O proud Phaethon! Son of the sea-nymph Clymene and the Sun,

You went in search of your father and met him at the Eastern gate!

You saw his chariot and pleaded with him

for a ride by yourself at any rate!

How many times your father warned of

you about the perils of that run?

You forced him on his oath and grabbed

the reins and rushed to your fate!

When the horses of Sun's chariot went out of control,

you dropped the reins,

When the heat of the chariot burnt the

earth and its vegetation,

The lord of gods Zeus hit you with a

thunderbolt you fell dead on to the earth!

May be you are the son of the Sun,

but your pride brought your downfall soon!

Foolish pride or hubris is the root- cause of

destruction of many a great one!

Arachne , Salmoneus, Niobe, Cassiopeia,

Tereus were punished for their pride,

Lucifer, Frankenstein, Doctor Faustus,

Adolf Hitler had their disastrous ride,

Hubris is riding on a hungry tiger,

it is the pride that blinds one's vision!
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33. The Tree Effect

When a child is born, the Oubangui people plant a tree

When it flowers, the child is married; he or she grows with glee

After his death his soul lives in that tree happy and free;

From the Primitive milky Sea,

emerged seven jewels, after churning,

One is the wish fulfilling tree- Kalpavriksha with roots of

gold, Silver midriff, Lapis lazulli boughs,

Coral leaves, Pearl flower, gemstone buds, diamond fruit.

When Andhaka demon spread darkness all over the world

Lord Siva and Parvati gave their daughter Aranyaki,

the protector of forests

To Kalpavriksha, to bring up her with health,

happiness, safety and wisdom

In the garden of Eden God planted among

many trees, a tree of Life,

A forbidden tree with fruits of knowledge of good

and evil to Adam and Eve;

Under the Norway Birch tree, light becomes shade

But under Yggdrasil tree, Axis Mundi,

Odin gained wisdom in lieu of one eye

When the great peacemaker formed the

Iroquois confederacy,

Inspired the warriors to bury their weapons

under the white pine tree of Peace

Under the Banyan tree, grass doesn't grow

But under Bodhi tree, Buddha got

enlightenment and glow.
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Under the Palmyra tree, milk looks like toddy

But under the China Bamboo tree,

monks got Zen way and paddy

Under the Tamarind tree, the breeze sounds eerie

But under the Peepal or banyan tree sound sleep comes free

The Whispering Oak of Dodona, the sacred Sycamore groves,

Mandara, harichandana, parijata, samtanaka, kalpavriksha trees

a locus amoenus- a pleasure place for the tree nymphs

The Sal tree of Jina; An inverted tree of Bhagavad Gita,

the song of God;

Another inverted in tree in our bodies to purify

our breath and blood

The mysterious five world trees of Kabbalah,

the trees of senses of Nassenes

The tree of Zaqqum of Hell,

the Nariphon tree of Thailand

The human face fruit of Jinmenju tree

that falls flat with human laugh

The Lotus tree of Greeks, The jubokko tree of Japan,

The sky-high trees of Hungary,

the four hundred feet high Sequoia-Hyperion

A hundred meter high mountain ash tree,

the broadest Montezuma cypress,

A five thousand years old Great Basin bristlecone

pine tree in California

All these trees what do they tell?

Without us you are void and null!

We are your food and shelter;

O Modern man! So save us to save yourself!

Lest you will be a fossil and no more story or moral to tell!
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34. The Broken Heart

How many tears dropped from those

weeping clouds of sky?

The oceans filled to brim and

overflowed with grief why?

In the forest of sensual mystery he was

captured by the witch of lust,

The adamantine shackles fortified with

gold dried his love and gust!

Waiting for him with kindled breath light

She was there dreaming his return flight,

He didn't come, but the news came of his bodily flirty part

Her spirits died breaking the soul into smithereens of heart.

When heart is broken where does it go from there?

Especially when it is woman's heart it rages fierce fire.

If the fire rages wild what metals and adamantine can stop it?

The fire bursts melted the shackles and the witch's wicked wit.

He came on his knees, but his tears couldn't glue her broken heart.
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35. Kabbali

Twenty five years with words of fire in his head,

in a frantic hollow space of dread,

A trench vegetable mobbed and demobbed by

street cars and zeppelins in a cloud,

On false charges, on vivid memories,

life swinging on the edge of the fate’s sword,

Weighed down by the quilt of guilt, but a ray of hope,

on the edge of the dark world!

An extremely emaciated, squalid figure with

dishevelled white hair and beard,

A hungry lion coming out of the trapped cave,

with the glow of fire flaming red,

At every step his longing looks searching

for his beloved wife,

He is sure she is alive and waiting for him

somewhere sound and safe,

The images are clear! The cries for help,

her agony, the gunshot, the smoke and blood,

His life and wife, a pregnant woman, falling

on the ground, the rattle of death flood,

Did he hear it or was it an illusion?

Hundred iron boots stomping him down,

Even though her eyes faded searching for him,

he was helpless in that evening dawn!
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Now searching for the invisible thread and

needle in the haystack of crimes meadow,

Where guns gurgle, grenades giggle,

knives wriggle, drugs jiggle, flesh struggle start,

In that pitiless predator jungle, the first shot is the

best shot, there is no second show!

That contract killer girl fired the first shot and

the family talisman protected his heart,

In such a thriller, father recognises the daughter,

in a deep crypt of fate’s script,

Daughter finds proof as if in magic, leads him to

her mother, a family reunion

And joy forever and to the fans of the don

all over the world! No, no!

No, the villains are still alive, so they execute a few good

bad men of this bad good man!

The quartered body and tears of blood, rages,

awakens the peace seeking lion into rage,

Like an apparition he shoots the scum and burns

them into ashes in his fire of ravage!

In the end we can see another young man with a gun,

approaching the lion, in an emotional fit,

And a black screen, a heart preening gun click,

a ear piercing gunshot and a box office hit!
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36. No pains No gains!

The pain of body calls for attention

The pain of mind searches for isolation

The pain of soul requests God’s intervention

Pain is a watch dog,

It is trying to tell you something,

It is a subpoena or summons from high court!

Pain is a revelation or a punishment!

It may be sensory and discriminative,

Or affective and motivational, cognitive and evaluative,

It is an unpleasant, sensory emotional experience!

Why pain has to be very painful?

How people with nonverbal problem and

dumb do communicate?

Do animals, trees, fish feel pain? If so to what extent ?

From ages how unfortunate people and

infants to children and women,

Did suffer under suppression and who quantified

and relieved their pain?
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37. Hell and Heaven!.

What is Hell and what is Heaven?

A dining hall divided into two rooms,

With famished people sitting around the dining tables,

To their both arms and hands splinted and

tied were very long spoons,

You cannot bend your wrists or elbows,

A delicious aroma spreading from the

Soup pot in all directions,

In one room people are selfish; they try

desperately to feed themselves in vain,

The gruel spoon never reaches their mouths

and they suffer from cruel hunger pain!

In the other room, people help one another

and are enjoying the ambrosial soup,

How much long may be the spoon, it reaches the mouth

of the other without any coup!

Where there is greed and hate it is Hell;

where there is love and co-operation it is Heaven!

(Rabbi Haim of Romshishok)
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38. Ship in a storm!

Now humans have truncated ideas

What hands does legs don’t know

Where legs go mind don’t care

What mind cares body abhor

What mind and body plans, soul beware!

What epiphany the mind seeks?

The mind driving the body into shrieks,

The relationships are ships in a storm,

The shores of protection are a distant dream!

In darkness they grope for a ray from the lighthouse,

They themselves have destroyed in a fit of madness!
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39. Acid Coffee and Truth Paste!

Silly fellow I am, sinning sincerely hot,

Go and confess them in the control room chat!

Don’t know if anybody hears me or not,

I empty my ATM card for a new blooming shot!

Hot coffee and chocolate, a few acid trips,

Oil massages on body net, jolly holy strips,

Awesome needle pokes, snuffs and puffs,

A psychedelic journey, wrong route handcuffs,

Why do I do torture my body and soul?

Why my mind craves for this crazy ghoul?

Where has gone those principles of goal?

Why I am roaming in the sin fires of hot coal?

Still I am in my teenage, tasted the apple,

Like Adam and Eve, I am in Satan’s grapple,

Two tongued snake offering me coffee n cream,

Truth n love abandon me and in fear I cry n scream!
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40. HELL and HEAVEN!.

What is Hell and what is Heaven?

A dining hall divided into two rooms,

With famished people sitting around the dining tables,

To their both arms and hands splinted

and tied were very long spoons,

You cannot bend your wrists or elbows,

A delicious aroma spreading from the

Soup pot in all directions,

In one room people are selfish; they try

desperately to feed themselves in vain,

The gruel spoon never reaches their mouths

and they suffer from cruel hunger pain!

In the other room, people help one another

and are enjoying the ambrosial soup,

How much long may be the spoon, it reaches

the mouth of the other without any coup!

Where there is greed and hate it is Hell;

where there is love and co-operation it is Heaven!

(Rabbi Haim of Romshishok)
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41. Cave Cave Deus Videt

‘Beware, Beware, God sees’ - what Uncle Sam is

doing in his elephant trunks,

And when a mad tusker goes on rampage

trumpeting in public or republic bunks,

The demo the donkeys showed to the people

went viral and spiral till rat-bite fever,

Erupted into hilarious defeat and the obnoxious

vultures circled over the victim with fervour.

Shenanigans and shamrocks sprout spurious

slogans and sophisticated shows,

Double talks and body shows of doppelganger

styles feed public frenzy in sub lethal dose, 

Elephant yelling -’part of the beauty of me is that

I am very rich’- with a lying tongue,

Gluttonous greedy guts grabbing the great throne

gyrating the mouths with harangue.

The seven sins of the apocalypse seems to be

siphoning into the surrealistic world berth,

Can you hear the Anti-Christ blowing his trumpet

as a prequel to war n violence mirth?

When the global pandemic of famine and death

and the cries of the slain quake the earth,

Can you see the collapse of walls and towers

and chaotic silence waiting for rebirth!

If the gematria six six six suits the antichrist

what suit he is wearing now?

Wearing and tearing the humanity can he triumph

over love and if so how?
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42. SIMPLE MACHINES -

Complicated Mechanics

In a human world made up of simple basic needs

like food, shelter, sleep, and sex,

Civilizations brought divinity and royalty on the

heads and shoulders of the rest at base dense,

In the name of safety came the myth of law and

order and the fences of offence and defence, 

The sublime love and self-actualization made people to

move on to the next level in the apex.

Simple machines were levered, pullied,

axle-wheeled, wedged, and screwed up

By the people with inclined planes and

they made theories and discoveries

Of existing things in nature and Universe and

to play safe put YHWH - Yahweh on top

And made him answerable to the all wrong things

perpetrated by the man mercenaries!

Omniscient, omnipotent, omnipresent,

all loving omnibenevolent titles were conferred

On such an incorporeal, immaterial,

immanent transcendence, simple divinity

Became Father, supreme being, Elohim, Allah,

Adonai, Brahman, supreme entity,

Baha, Waheguru, Ahura Mazda, Ghutom,

gudan, and finally God!

Who discovered and made such a simple formless

genderless, all pervading one

Into the most inaccessible, complicated,

often confusing warmongering drone?

Why that ninety nine or thousand adjective bearer is

silent and where He has gone?

He Who is -’I AM THAT I AM’- is he there or

not who knows, or do you know anyone?
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43. Can you Catch Leviathan

with a Fish Hook

In India deified Modi-fied note versions bleed

pink ink in influenced rich and famous ones,

Where as the slum slim hand to mouth daily wagers

wag tails of loyalty to the new tones!

Look at the black money monster Behemoth,

in political fields it eats public grass and groans..

Can you tie n dye a few notes in bank bushes and

blind his eyes to capture his bones?

What fiber ropes you tried to tongue tie it and

a hook through its jaws to pacify it?

Did it beg you to let it go? Did it plead with you

for mercy? Is it going to be your pet bit by bit?

Where is it lurking? Under the thorn bushes of

tax havens or hiding among the mafia reeds?

Will taxmen threw nets over it and pierce its head

with stringent law harpoons till it bleeds?

Anyone who sees the black Leviathan loses

currency courage and falls to the ground, 

No one can tear off its corruption coat or pierce

the armour he wears or bear its terrible breath

Its back is made of rows of adamantine rocks of

politics and smoke comes out all around.

To this creature a club is our new currency note

and it laughs at its length and breadth.

So, O Job! Be careful! Do your job! Behemoth or

Leviathan are not mere moths and chimeras!

Did you see any Modi-fied laws of harpoons harming

the black creature hiding in cameras?

(Job-41)
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44. The Lord Trump and His

Camel Rump

The Lord Trump ordered his plump rumped

camel clumps with slumps and lumps

To build a big Mexican wall between filthy rich

affluence and poverty stinking flatulence

By extreme vetting to weed and filter out the

radical elements explofing at entry stumps

And to establish alternative facts in number games of

Orwellian media influence.

In a desert of hate and hegemony where do you

find oases of love and joy symphony?

With gold studded Fort knoxes and missiles budded

war heads tucked underneath

How many warm-cold hand shakes can

take away the internal combustion hatred breath? 

Can the loud speakered motor throats gurgle peace

waters to clense their bloody mouths?

In this modern jungle of diversified civilization

who is hyena and who is the lion king?

Where red ants and elephants of lore accrue wealth

and weapons to intimidate immigrants

With their visa teeth and vicious smiles to

withal victuals to poor masses of asses

Aren’t the ones that supplied and sowed the seeds of

war among the camel caravan string?

From Zion White House the modern Lord will extend

his dollar power to roll over enemies

He will pass judgements on the nations and fill the

world field with cops to stand victorious.

(Psalms...110)
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45. ‘MYSELF AM HELL’-

With Heaven drenched smiles

and waters I crash land in!

From an inverted vessel of a womb,

dropped down as an alien!

An unknown land’s air I breath in and cry

and cry sensing sin,

Demands and pleads for an explanation

from Him, why I am thrown out of Eden?

When the umbilical cord is cut, I lose the

divine connection and the memories of Elohim,

From the elementary cradle stage and

angelic appearance of a descended cherubim

I evolve in the schools of human civilisation into a

human being with self centered heroism

With weapons and instruments as extension of

my hands, now I defy the Nature’s wisdom.

The dominant disgruntled elements sit in my

throat and hiss war and peace,

My horacious appetite devours all and I become

a cannibal smelling tar and grease,

Unveiling mysteries of the Universe I venture

towers of Babel and satellites into space

With every forward step I understand that

I am nowhere nearer to the periphery of His grace.

When I introspect the travelled path so far

everywhere I see blood and tears shell

But no trace of Heaven, I curse the Satan and

found him in me, as myself am Hell!
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46. Blow your Own Trump Yet !

How many trumps or tramps we need

to win a game or fame?

Now the archetypes are coming back to

their original form and name!

When Trump or Putin put in their efforts to

walk on a peace ramp,

That look innocuous and smokeless

with hidden agenda cramp!

How many roof missiles and proof smiles

they smear on their top lips,

To conceal their atomic tiles and hate styles

coated with vanishing cream clips?

When Modi or Shariff modify the present with

future illusions of utopian dreams,

That look tough but nothing changes in the

borders of national screams!

Hilarious and kind people are becoming

extinct like dodo birds, 

People with killing instincts are hoisting

their wings like do do bards, 

In sports or games we revere and

honour killer players not defenders of peace, 

Tit for tat we want, we like our home serene

and watch war movies without remorse

Does it matter whether it is Trump or Putin

that rule the white house or red house star?

Does it matter whether it is bullet or sword as

long as you live like a healed scar !
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47. A Poet of the world in a

world of the Poet!

Who is this comely cavalier coming

from that thought drink?

Why his garments stained in bleeding black

and colored ink?

Who might be this horse rider robed in paper,

silk and parchment? 

How fast is he surging forward in the

glittering of word mount?

See his stallion performing the heroics of

ancient iamb, trochee and anapest!

What dactyles, spondee, pyrrhic, paeon,

tetrabrach, dispondee and epitrite it exhibit! 

What cadence, what rhythm, what tones of level,

rising, departing and entering!

Hark! Behold its isochrony, intonation,

syllable stress, mora and tonal changing!

Ha ha! Harken its soul stirring sweet strophe,

antistrophe and epode!

What a figure, what a speech of neigh and irony,

what a metaphorical similitude!
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Behold! The horse rider in divine white linen is a

faithful and a true gentleman! 

Amuses muses he with his anachronisms,

and famous for onomatopoeic sermon!

He owns the world of words and horde of adjectives

and phonaesthetics a ton!

He is clothed with a vesture dipped in pun

and his name is called the word of man!

The rider and his horse cross the dead valley

with a huge army of scribes and scribblers, 

They fight the false prophets and the beast of

corruption with words and letters!

Out of the rider’s mouth go sharp words that

smite the illiteracy of the nations at a go!

He put the ills of the worlds to his words of swords,

and promises peace and prosperity glow!
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48. The long run of a short run

Now you don’t believe my momentum

I look like a new born child suddenly aged

Or progeria praecox ringing ultimatum

In my juvenile face milk and blood glazed;

Tiles of vitrified thoughts bordered by dried teardrops

All my unkempt hair unveils an urban traffic jam in rush hours

The gurgled milk of words curdled all-around my face like stars

In the moonless night with new thoughts flying

like white cranes props;

Going on long distance journey but do

they know where to stop? 

My mother looks terrified and trembling

under the wrath of finicky god-father,

Why he is angry? Why he thunders

and throwing bolts at her?

His hands raised in tsunami waves

hitting her repeatedly nonstop!

The hurricane winds and roaring dark clouds,

the lightning flashes,

My thought cranes crashed down and

fell on the disheveled tree lashes!

When my mom herself is in distress

who else comes to dress me and caress me?

Oh mom! She is coming! Taking me into

her arms and kissing me, the anxious me!

My god father is quiet, my mother is

again in her tranquil state,

My joy birds have returned after that

long run of a short run fate.
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49. Praise the nature!

Praise the nature that groomed the

sound into a song of guard!

Praise the God that evolved from the word,

and the word is God!

Praise the blessed living ones that pray and prey,

and prey and pray!

Praise the non-living ones that balance the

universe with their virtuous play!

When the child is born it cries for air in

bewilderment, searches for mother!

The warmth of mother’s love lulls the child

into protective sleepy weather!

As time goes by, the cries, smiles,

sounds make sense to mother and child!

Birds and beasts converse with the child of

innocence till he moves wild!

When sounds and syllables start pouring the

child invents new word jargon!

From the noises and voices he hones the

crude tone into perfect tongue organ!

His superiority in creating new words and

sentences put him on the top of the chart,

He started constructing vocabulary brick by

brick till it reached the heaven in divine art!
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With his innovation in communication man started

his destructive spree; first he gave names to everything,

Then began his Odyssey to subdue and conquer the nature

with his newfound weapon of senses demanding,

He confined the fire in his fist, earth under his feet, sky above

his belt, water at his behest, and air with his tongue twist,

Now Elements at his command, he started building the

Tower of Babel and God and Nature looked at his audacity best!

When man’s ego reached the limits of sky,

his tiny mind expanded into infinite vanity 

And the self and selfishness started eroding the

borders of divine love and humanity,

Destructive weapons as his extension of hands

he decimated everything in sight with impunity,

Formed groups, started killing one another and

scattered all over the earth in fear and hate equity!

The prime sounds changed their shapes in the

forges of habitat and necessity,

Time sculpted the letters, words, sentences,

grammar and aesthetic elements of priority,

Bards learnt their trade from birds, trees and beasts,

lovers and enemies flowered duality,

So many languages, slangs, accents separated the

human beings into groups of diversity;
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New inventions and discoveries brought schools,

scribes, interpreters and translators out of necessity,

The gifted ones brought laws and poetry into the

lands of sovereignty and looked for immortality,

Victors made their exploits weaved into epics and

myths and the daily labors and tears of people in poverty,

Became the folklores and their struggles became

songs of blood and sweat that filled humanity.

Whenever the toll bells rang for humanity, prophets

and poets sang the songs of love and affection,

That saved the humans from the blink of extinction to bring

them back from the dungeons of war and destruction!

Praise the blessed living ones that pray and prey,

and prey and pray!

Praise the non-living ones that balance the

universe with their virtuous play!

Praise the nature that groomed the sound

into a song of guard!

Praise the God that evolved from the word,

and the word is God!
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50. The Whip, The Crown, The Cross

and The Resurrection

After recruiting the fishermen and others as disciples and a

period of ups and downs, the teacher sat for the last supper,

They recalled the sermons on mounts and boats

and the miracles of cures, the intricacies of parables,

and walking on the water,

On that day of unleavened bread on which the Passover

Lamb had to be sacrificed, the lamb of God washed their

feet, broke the bread,

-‘This is my body given for you; do this in remembrance of

me; this cup is the new covenant; in my blood to you

which is poured’-;

If the Son of Man will go as it has been decreed,

but woe to that man who betrays him, he is here on the table,

A dispute popped in among them, which of them was

considered to be greatest, and they revealed two swords,

On the Mount of Olives Jesus knelt down and prayed-

‘Father, if you are willing, take this cup from me’-

 tears were his words;

Like his disciples everyone is sleeping,

when they woke up and came down there came

a crowd and a kiss from his disciple;

‘-Judas, are you betraying the Son of Man with a kiss?’-

in that hour of darkness, Peter disowned Jesus thrice

and the rooster crowed,

The guards blindfolded him and struck him hard-

‘Prophesy! Who hit you? And are you the Son of God?

Are you the king of Jews?’-

Pressed Pilate and miracle expecting Herod found

nothing in him and washed their hands leaving his fate

in the hands of the priests;
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‘Release the murderer Barabbas, but crucify this rabbi

Jesus and let his blood may be upon us and our children,

crucify him.’- cried the crowd;

They scourged him with whips, crowned him with

thorns and robed him and made him carry his own cross,

to the tearful Golgotha-skull hill!

‘Daughters of Jerusalem do not weep for me, weep for

yourselves and your children; Blessed are the barren women,

the wombs that never bore and the breasts never nursed;

The will say to the mountains- Fall on us!’- and to the hills,-

Cover us!’- For if men do these things when the tree is green,

what will happen when it is dry?’-

And they crucified him, buried him but on third day he raised

again, they saw him again in flesh and blood, then he opened

the minds of the disciples, they understood the scriptures,

At Bethany, he lifted up his hands and blessed them and

ascended into Heaven, teaching us repentance and

forgiveness to ward away sins and to reach God in the

footsteps of the word of God!

-‘In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was

with God, and the Word was God.’-

(LUKE, JOHN)

For if men do these things when the tree is green,

what will happen when it is dry?’-

Happy New Year!
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51. The poet That Launched

A Thousand poems

Is this the pen that launched a thousand

poems of exquisite lines

And resurrected the lifeless towers of poetry prism?

Sweet fountain pen, make me immortal

with your ink and wisdom.

Your dream trips stuck forth my soul:

see where it flies without confines!!

Come, war, peace, hate, joy, immortality

and impermanence gain!

Come, give me my heart and soul again and again!

Here will I dwell with joy,

for heaven is in these words of manna,

And all is gross dross that is not dreamy

poetic golden Helena.

I will be a bard, and for love of thee,

Instead of the garden of Eden,

Shall poetry be immortalized;

And I will combat with anyone,

 Except love and wear thy colors on my

plumed crest and chest;

Yes, I will wound muses in the heart

and heal at my best,

And then return to poetic Helen for a

kiss of sweet poetry read.

O, thou art fairer than the evening air

and sweeter than Odin’s mead

( Christopher Marlowe (1564–1593).  Doctor Faustus-

The Face That Launch’d A Thousand Ships)
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52. The Charge, The Charger,

The Charges!

On an ancient tree, one fateful day,

sat an old owl and an young fowl,

The fowl cried foul like clock-work

and that disturbed the sleeping owl!

The more he heard the cries the less

he liked the fowl and its own goal,

The less he liked the fowl and its goal,

the more he hated the fowl’s howl!

So he charged the fowl on sound pollution

and started the charges in a fowl’s court!

There all the advocates are fowls of different colors,

but young in spirits and foul tart fort!

They decreed that the owl’s wisdom is as ancient as its

feathers color of fifty shades of grey art,

And in a vivid colorful world of fowls and peacocks,

owls must hide their tact in the darkness chart!

Then came the king of birds, on the feather palanquin of

extinct Dodos and passenger pigeons,

It passed a verdict that all the fowls and feathered birds to

deposit their colored feathers in the bird banks at once!

That great king dreamt of a featherless society where

everybody is as naked as truth and as clear as innocence.

So to tide over the feather crisis the king opened peanut

and grain dispensers in the forests of ignorance.
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Meanwhile the birds of paradise, the bower birds

and the song birds were dancing and singing on the stage,

No one saw the privileged standing in the

long queues where ordinary birds had

heart attacks of their petty mortgage,

When all the fowls and colorful birds crying

‘Happy New Year’ in hoarse voices and

tearful sulking of subdued rage,

The old owl on that ancient oak tree opened

its own vowels and consonants’ chest

and released them from its cage!

All the fowls realized the owl’s charges and maintained

silence near bars, temples, banks and graveyards,

Now the king bird has its eyes on the gold dust in the

bowers of paradise, song and strong birds and bards,

Then the featherless birds started tethering campaign in

promoting the old owl in the place of phoenix in a game of cards,

Can the day-blind owl regain its lost power and tri-color

vision to claim its hoarded nuts in the foreign trees?

Or is it a chicken to cross the Modi-fied road of

monetization traffic and succumbs to its own

incompetence sprees?

Happy New Year, Happy New Year to all the birds

and bards who had their Merry Christmas!

Happy New Year, Happy New Year to all the birds

and bards who are featherless and famous!

Happy New Year, Happy New Year to all the birds

and bards who look white and clean en mass!

Happy New Year, Happy New Year to all the

less fortunate birds and bards who hide their tears

behind hope and love thermos!
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53. Courage, Mon Ami Le Diable Est Mort!

Courage, my friend, the devil is long dead,

And the snake is asleep, no poison in its head,

Humanity is now one and united, no enmity bread,

No races, no religions, no caste,

no creed, all peace ahead!

Are you mad? Or is it a mad, mad, mad world?

Was it that bad? What proof you have

to say that bad word?

See, here is peace, there is love,

and everywhere smiles whirled,

And the political warm handshakes of

shakes and saints nicely twirled!

Can you crawl with a few back steps

into the grass covered past well?

Can you identify the heads of prophets

on the hate glass platter swell?

Can you count the souls on crosses,

bodies hung on nooses of hell?

Can you discount the swords, bullets,

blasts bursting from hate shell?
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Before you visit the temple of the Lord of lords

do you wash your feet?

What color is that water? Is it scarlet,

sticky n familiar to you to treat? 

What myrrh and frankincense you carry?

War or peace what do they smell?

Before you visit the temple of the Lord,

did you introspect yourself well?

Courage, my friend, the devil is not somewhere,

in the depths of hell,

You close and blast that hate-locker you carry

in your backpack in spell,

Remove your mythical protective gear of arms

and armor of skull skill,

Robe yourself with love n affection that rings

the bells of Heaven well!

HAPPY NEW YEAR-2017
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54. VOICE and WORD

Before the word the voice is born crying in the wilderness

And then the voice saw the word coming from divineness

And the lamb of God approached rhe witness to light,

who baptized the light with water 

The spirit descended as a Dove from heaven

and remained on the light with fervour

In the beginning was the Word and the

word was with God and the Word was God.

In him was life, and the life was the light of men

that shines in the darkness of the world

Can anything good come out of Nazareth?

asked Nathanael. Philip said, ‘come and see.’

Jesus said-, you will see the angels of God

ascending and descending upon the Son of man.’

With his word water became wine at a

marriage at Cana in Galilee

With a whip of cords he drove the money

changers out of his father’s house

’Destroy this temple,’he said ‘and in

three days I will raise it up’

It has taken forty-six years to build this temple-

the Jews heckled
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‘Can he enter a second time into his mother’s womb

and be born?’-asked Nicodemus.

As Moses lifted up the serpent, the Son of man

be lifted up in to heaven.’- replied Jesus

For God so loved the world that he gave his

only Son to save it through him.

But evil men love darkness, they hated light

and nailed it to the cross firm.

The voice was beheaded and was served

on a platter before they silenced the word,

The word was innocent but put on a cross but it

became the symbol of love and God.
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55. Treasures in Jars of Clay

Did you see the Moses’ face veiled when he

brought the tablets of covenant, why?

Can you see the Sun’s face covered with

brightness veil when he makes his journey high?

Prophets and Sky lamps reflect the glory of God

that is impossible to see clearly by the human eye!

Only the nearness to God on the cross or by the

works of exemplary class grants one to go nearby!

Who can lift the veil except the Christ, the Word of God,

o man turn to him to see the high God,

Unless you are granted the divine vision, your dirt filled

mortal eyes can see only specks of dust and sod!

Perplexed, persecuted, and hard pressed on every side

we are but not crushed or abandoned on abroad!

Death of Jesus we always carry around in our body, so

that the life of Jesus may be revealed in our body on road!

Thirty nine lashes gashed my body five times, rods

danced; stones came flying to kiss me hard, ships wrecked,

Open seas raised their jaws; bandits flashed their knives,

false brothers threw their nooses and nets of wicked,

But in insults, in hardships, in persecution, in difficulties,

even in the jaws of Death, when I look weak, I am strong,

To keep me from becoming conceited, there was given

me a thorn in my flesh, a messenger of Satan to

torment me all along!

Though outwardly we are wasting away, yet inwardly

we are being renewed day by day, o innocent men!

Therefore we do not lose heart, Rejoice! The savior is with

us, let’s fix our eyes on the Eternal unseen one, Amen!

(2 Corinthians- Paul)
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56. Out of Coverage Area

We have a God the only one, a figment of

human imagination or not certainly not known,

But we have lesser gods, priests, politicians,

officials, babas and spiritua bandits of the town

Interpreters of religion, purporters of god,

exploiters of nature work in tandem or alone.

The ignorant, less privileged, underdeveloped,

poor ones stay outside the gates of Eden.

Whenever living beings start meddling with the

affairs and state of non living things, launches

The five elements to respond by Tsunamis,

earth quakes, tornadoes, forestfires and avalanches

Whenever living beings inter fight and one try to

decimate the remaining ones

Rebellions brew and revolutions engulf the

old order in order to bring new order clones.

Hark! O Human creature! Stop your slurping of

nature’s bounty without remorse,

You have become a mole on the face of earth

and destroying it by your actions coarse,

Everywhere this earth is filled with your hand

made filth having inflammable breath,

All humanity is suffering because of paradoxes of

unequal distribution of wealth and health.

Every minute a man shaped gun fires and

emits bullets on to the gullets of unfortunate,

The wounded innocents cry and send prayers of

tears to the unseen God and curse the fate!
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57. Nahum's Oracle

Who can endure his fierce and slow anger?

Who could withstand his indignation so far? 

O Nineveh! Advance against you is an attacker!

O King of Assyria! Your days are numbered, remember!

Woe to the cities of blood, full of flies and blunders,

Charging modern cavalries, flashing guns and plunders,

Many casual mistakes, pollution ridded rivers with corpses,

People stumbling over dead political bodies ridden with lapses.

O Human! Either it may be white or red house

or fort or green palace,

Look, there on the mountains, the feet of one

who brings divine solace,

Repent! Otherwise you will have no descendents

to bear your name!

Serpent of underground on which you are

riding and playing hell game!

Be warned! Nothing can heal your fatal wound

and none to blame! 

All because of the wanton lust of a few

harlot minded crooks without shame,

Their self financing greedy pathetic vulture

culture many a scheme,

The political prostitution, witchcraft and

sorcery are deaf to peoples scream!

The Lord will restore the splendor of Eden

and remove the poverty scar

On the face of earth, though the Satan slaves

filled it with atomic gear!

The shields of His soldiers are white

and the warriors are clad in grace,

They will bury the hatchets of war and War

to bring back Love and Peace!
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58. Jingle bills! Jingle bills!

Jingle bills, jingle bills all the way!

ATMs have no money, what do you say?

Winter cold, winter cold go away!

With money freeze, bars have bars, what do you say?

Happy new notes year, happy new year, all the way!

Queues and long lines calls for money meditation,

what do you say?

Jingle bills, jingle bills all the way!

Selfish big fish fished small fish and so on so on,

what do you say?

I am cashless cardless all the way!

In a cashless society I am a stupid sitting duck

what do you say?

Jingle bills, jingle bills all the way!

Amidst of all black elephants white elephant

is a fantasy what do you say?

Taxes on taxes, taxes on taxes all the way! 

Cash crunch, space crunch, thought crunch

everywhere, what do you say?

 Jingle bills, jingle bills all the way!

How to pay bills, a never ending story with

no morals, what do you say?

The brilliant star, three Magi, all the way!

Visited the child in a shed of no importance

on that day, what do you say?

Jingle bills, jingle bills all the way!

The Trinity shall grant us divine grace and

bless us all, what do you say?
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59. HU-MONETIZATION

O Juno Moneta, on Capitoline of Rome!

On your name came this creative game!

Moneres, moneta reminds us uniqueness,

Coins in kind- specie is human weakness!

Gifts and debts ruled the bartering ages

Commodity money of sheckles, shells, cowries

Lydians brought out coins of silver and gold

Representative money reshaped into receipts

Song dynasty of China issued paper notes

’Jiaozi’ evolved from promissory paper floats

-The great kaan caused bark of mulberry trees 

Into money and forging them invites death-

Said- Marco Polo in his writings with batted breath.

Stockholms banco of Europe with banknotes

Started the revolution of money that matters,

After the Second World War US dollar raised its head

afore

Now money is a medium, a measure, a standard and a store!

Double Coincidence of wants and

its problems of transaction

Closed the doors of barter system and

opened new vistas of action

Cheques., drafts, credit, debit cards ATMs

created Any Time Money

New technologies promised cashless transactions

of manna and honey
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Then came money Satan and its army

and landed on the throats of many

Greedy men, politicians, rogues and

rough started hoarding money

Hawala, black money, tax havens hobnobbed

with holy and unholy men of earth

The putrid stench of stored money started

asphyxiatng nation’s wealth and breath

Men and money are measured in millions

and billions of hoarding and buying

Minions of meagre lives, maligned by the

haves are starving and dying

Democracies republics federal governments

all are the pawns on Satan’s board

Wars and peace dramas come and go with a

snap of Diabolus when he is bored,

Doomsday prophets , Holocaust predictors,

world bank soothsayers and all gentry

All cry hoarse about the judgement day and

facelift their productive predicted commentary

A demonetization dream specialist demonstrates

demons and devils sorcery

Witches wince, weirdos dance,

as wealth changes its shape without any hurry
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Common folk and small fish land into the

fire from the frying pan

ATMs smile vacantly at the long queues of

lesser mortals in hopeful span

Banks became temples and officials now priests

and demigods of money scan

You won’t see ‘who is who’ anywhere standing

for money, catch them if you can

Where has gone the money that came in

new wedding dress and gown?

Who betrothed them to rich and famous

and who betrayed the public, hands down?

If forty days of ordeal ends in a whimper

who will get the back lash of public wrath?

When a radical change is on, inadequate measures

invite people to walk on warpath!

It is not money that needed change of colours and clout,

It is the human greed and hate that should be wiped out!

It is not just anyone’s cup of tea to love and

live cashless or money less. 

Modi-fying a system needs proper planning

and monitoring to people say-YES!
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60. What is this Love?

The more depth you fall in love

The more high you rise, how!

The more high you reach above

Beware! The fall waits somehow!

To meddle with pure pristine love,

In the middle of apple appears a worm,

Emanating its grandeur and charm,

It destroys God’s children Adam and Eve!

Beware of the crawler from below,

The attractive things of earth pulls one low,

Aware of the God’s presence high above,

Let not your free will go astray and kill love!

God and Satan, Heaven and Hell,

all are in you like morning dew,

Love and hate, repentance and sin,

everything is your eternal due!
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